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ABSTRACT

Layered feed-forward neural networks (LNN) have been broadly applied to classification, prediction and other modeling
problems.

There have been so far, however, few studies that have provided a theoretical interpretation for the

application of LNN. Most of the conventional studies have been empirical and the LNNs have been applied just like
"black box" machines. This paper discusses the application of LNN to image or remotely sensed data classification. We
provide a theoretical interpretation for the LNN classifier in comparison with the conventional classification or
discriminant methods. The most distinguished part is the derivation of a generalized form of LNN classifier based on the
maximum entropy principle. According to the generalized form, we discuss the relationship between the familiar type of
LNN classifier employing the sigmoidal activation function and the other types of discriminant models such as the
Multinomial Legit Model.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. BASIC FORMULATION OF LNN CLASSIFIER
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u j = g( x, w)
where

w
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Maximum likelihood classifier, in which a multivariate
normal distribution is assumed, is frequently applied.
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Training of the LNN is performed through the adjustment
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of connection weights. The most common method is so-

approximates the posterior
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called 'back propagation' which is gradient descent in

interpretation for the LNN based classifier.

essence. After the completion of training, the LNN plays

that a three-layered neural network, when the appropriate

a role of the discriminant function.
trained LNN be denoted p j ( x, w).

sigmoidal activation functions are used in the hidden

Let the output of
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number of neurons are set in the hidden layer and
layer, can approximate any continuous mapping (e.g.
Gallant et al., 1988; Funahashi, 1989; Cybenko, 1989;
Hornik et al., 1989). It is expected that LNN approximates
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accurately the posterior probability.
3.1 Relationship between LNN and Bayesian classifier

Up to this point, however, the derivations have been for
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result is well-known in the field of statistics (Wan, 1990).
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since u j is generally defined by the linear function of the

3.2 Interpretation for activation functions

Let the activation function,

connection weights between the output neuron concerned

f (u j), be a monotonic

and the hidden neuron.
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approximates the posterior probability; thus the familiar
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parameter. When a is fixed and the LNN with the
activation function (13) is trained, (3 is estimated being

Accordingly, (17) approximates the M-B distribution.

included in the connection weights in a training process,

Multinomial Logit Model which is familiar in the field of the

In
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discrete choice behavioral modeling (Anas, 1983). Hence

familiar sigmoid function is approximate to the Fermi-

the LNN classifier with the activation function {17) is

Dirac distribution. The LNN classifier using the activation
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